ABSTRACT

The Spectro XRTM is an advanced colour/Near-Infrared (NIR)/Short Wave Infrared (SWIR)/Medium Wave Infrared (MWIR) 16” payload recently developed by Elbit Systems / ELOP. The payload is suitable for a variety of airborne platforms, ship mast and ground installations. The payload’s primary sensor is a spotter camera with common 7” aperture. The sensor suite also includes MWIR zoom, Electro-Optics (EO) zoom, laser designator or rangefinder, laser pointer / illuminator and laser spot tracker. Rigid structure, vibration damping and 4-axes gimbals enable high level of line-of-sight stabilization. The payload’s list of features includes multi-target video tracker, precise boresight, strap-on Inertial Measurement Unit, embedded moving map, geodetic calculations suite and image fusion. The paper describes main technical characteristics of the spotter camera.
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